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Abstract: With the rapid development of modern technologies, autonomous or robotic construction
sites are becoming a new reality in civil engineering. Despite various potential benefits of the
automation of construction sites, there is still a lack of understanding of their complex nature
combining physical and cyber components in one system. A typical approach to describing complex
system structures is to use tools of abstract mathematics, which provide a high level of abstraction,
allowing a formal description of the entire system while omitting non-essential details. Therefore,
in this paper, autonomous construction is formalised using categorical ontology logs enhanced by
abstract definitions of individual components of an autonomous construction system. In this context,
followed by a brief introduction to category theory and ologs, exemplary algebraic definitions are
given as a basis for the olog-based conceptual modelling of autonomous construction systems. As a
result, any automated construction system can be described without providing exhausting detailed
definitions of the system components. Existing ologs can be extended, contracted or revised to fit the
given system or situation. To illustrate the descriptive capacity of ologs, a lattice of representations
is presented. The main advantage of using the conceptual modelling approach presented in this
paper is that any given real-world or engineering problem could be modelled with a mathematically
sound background.

Keywords: modelling; abstract approach; formalisation; category theory; ontology logs; robotic
construction; autonomous construction; conceptual modelling

1. Introduction

Civil engineering is widely considered very traditional, especially in comparison
to other engineering disciplines, such as mechanical engineering, mainly because of the
unique character of each structure. Even for standard residential buildings, the particular
conditions on each construction site may require changes in the design and modelling of the
building, which may affect the entire construction process. This one-of-a-kind-production
has been a major obstacle on the way to integrating modern technologies and automation in
the field of civil engineering for a long time. Furthermore, the availability of cheap manual
labour and the small and medium-sized enterprise structure of the construction sector have
hindered advances in research and development. Recently, the development of integrating
affordable yet highly flexible industrial robots into the digital design flow of architecture
and construction has prompted a surge in robotic systems in construction [1].

The spectrum of automation in construction ranges from industrial and on-site pre-
fabrication to autonomous on-site robots. However, for mobile in-situ construction robots,
only prototypes have been presented so far; see, for example, works [2–4]. This is mainly
because industrial robots are designed for repetitive tasks in controlled environments
and are now used in manufacturing systems for different types of materials, for example,
timber [5], masonry [6], and concrete [7]. In this regard, the transition to autonomous
mobile on-site robots requires modifications to the robotic system, possibly adding wheels
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for movement, tracking or scanning devices for orientation and perception of obstacles,
other robots or human co-workers. Furthermore, each construction site is unique, implying
that a robot must adapt to sudden changes in environmental conditions.

As the success of robotic construction evidently depends on the interaction of robotic
systems with the environment, it has been stated in [8] that design and construction systems
have to be aligned to the capabilities of the robot arm and tolerances of the material,
i.e., weight, friction, rigidity, as well as the robotic placement and potential connection
systems. In addition to the one-of-a-kind character, structures are an aggregation of possibly
hundreds of work steps for each individual part of the structure. From structural work
to interior fitting, robotic systems have to be able to handle each step of the way and,
therefore, need to interact or collaborate with the environment and other robots on the same
construction site. Therefore, advanced feedback and localisation systems, e.g., external
or integrated sensors, cameras or laser scanners, are required to cope with tolerances,
uncertainties and possibly human interaction. To overcome these obstacles, a workflow
and prototypes for autonomous construction sites have been presented in [4,9].

However, summarising current results related to robotic construction sites, it is notice-
able that researchers solely present particular solutions, aiming to address specific tasks.
This approach results in creating somehow similar yet different workflows, each highlight-
ing specific aspects of robotic construction sites relevant to a particular task. Furthermore,
each prototype uses different tools as well as system components and is based on different
types of robotic manipulators from various manufacturers programmed by different types
of code to control the robots, emphasising the lack of a general approach to modelling
robotic construction sites that would be applicable to different tasks. Therefore, this paper
aims to provide a fundamental basis for the conceptual modelling of robotic construction
sites based on mathematical abstractions and, in particular, category theory.

In recent years, several results related to the formal modelling of engineering systems
have been presented. In particular, abstract approaches based on graph theory [10], abstract
Hilbert spaces [11,12], relational algebra [13,14], predicate logic [15,16], type theory [17,18],
and category theory [19–22] have been proposed. However, direct use of these results in
the context of autonomous construction sites is difficult because of the coupled system
robot-construction site, which requires conceptual modelling not only of a robot itself
but also its surrounding and, in particular, kinematic constraints on robot movements.
Therefore, to overcome this difficulty, the use of categorical ontology logs, or simply ologs,
combined with an abstract algebraic approach is proposed in this paper.

Ologs were introduced by Spivak and Kent in [23] and are based on category theory,
implying that ologs have a strong mathematical basis while providing the flexibility of
general-purpose ontologies. In particular, ologs provide two distinct features making them
very attractive for practical use:

(i) Ologs follow the ideas of “lattice of theories” presented in [24], implying, simply
speaking, that the same system can be represented by ologs with different levels of
details, thus constituting a lattice of representations. This point of view can be adapted
to the conceptual modelling of autonomous construction sites or engineering systems
in general. A system could be modelled on a very general level at first and, after that,
by using specific movements along the lattice, such as contraction, expansion, revision,
and analogy, specific parts of the system can be “zoomed in”.

(ii) The categorical foundation of ologs provides a clear formal procedure for relating two
different ologs. This procedure is based on the concept of common ground, which is
represented by a third olog related to the two other ologs. Practically, it implies that
different ologs can be created for individual parts of an engineering system and then
coupled together in one system of ologs.

Although ologs have the obvious advantages discussed above, they also share an
obstacle typical for all general-purpose ontologies: a subjective worldview of the ontology
creator. Therefore, to overcome this obstacle, in this paper, we propose a slight modification
of the concept of common ground presented in [23]. This modification is based on a two-
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step procedure: at first, formal definitions of individual components of an autonomous
construction site, based on an abstract algebraic approach presented in [13], are introduced;
after that, the abstract definitions are used as a common ground for all ologs describing an
autonomous construction site. In this case, the subjectivity of the ologs’ creator worldview
can be overcome, and thus, a formally sound lattice of ologs, representing an autonomous
construction site, will be obtained.

This paper aims to provide a basis to overcome the previously mentioned issues of con-
ceptual modelling of automated construction sites by coupling ologs with abstract algebraic
definitions. In this context, algebraic definitions are used as a common basis for olog-based
conceptual modelling of autonomous construction systems. As a result, any automated
construction system can be described, without providing exhausting detailed definitions
of the system components. Existing ologs can easily be extended, contracted or revised to
fit the given system or situation. With these operations, e.g., revision, precise translation
terminologies are provided. To illustrate the capacity of ologs, a lattice of representations
for automated construction sites is presented. The main advantage of using the concep-
tual modelling approach presented in this paper is that any given real-world scenario or
engineering problem could be modelled with a mathematically sound background.

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 provides a few basic facts about category
theory and ologs; Section 3 introduces an abstract description of autonomous construction
sites, used as the common ground for olog-based representation of advanced structures
presented in Section 4; finally, a discussion on the results of the paper and remarks on
further applications are provided in Section 5.

2. Fundamentals of Category Theory and Ologs

In this section, the concept of ologs for the purpose of conceptual modelling of real-life
scenarios is described, following a basic introduction to category theory as mathematical
basis of ologs.

2.1. Basics of Category Theory

Ologs are based on category theory, and therefore, to support the reader in the up-
coming discussion, a few basic definitions of category theory are provided in this section.
Generally speaking, category theory can be seen as an abstract theory of functions studying
different mathematical structures (objects) and relations between them [25]. A category is
introduced via the following definition:

Definition 1 ([25]). A category consists of the following data:

(i) Objects: A, B, C, . . .
(ii) Arrows: f , g, h, . . .
(iii) For each arrow f , there are given objects dom( f ), cod( f ) called the domain and codomain of

f . We write f : A −→ B to indicate that A = dom( f ) and B = cod( f ).
(iv) Given arrows f : A −→ B and g : B −→ C, i.e., with cod( f ) = dom(g), there is given an

arrow g ◦ f : A −→ C called the composite of f and g.
(v) For each object A, there is given an arrow 1A : A −→ A called the identity arrow of A.

These data are required to satisfy the following laws: h ◦ (g ◦ f ) = (h ◦ g) ◦ f and f ◦ 1A = f =
1B ◦ f .

A category is everything satisfying this definition, and therefore, very general objects
can be put together to form a category by specifying relations between objects via the
arrows, which are sometimes called morphisms. This generality is the starting point for
introducing ologs, as it will be shown later. Mappings between different categories are
introduced by the notion of a functor:

Definition 2 ([25]). A functor F : C −→ D between categories C and D is a mapping of objects
to objects and arrows to arrows in such a way that:
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(i) F( f : A −→ B) = F( f ) : F(A) −→ F(B);
(ii) F(1A) = 1F(A);
(iii) F(g ◦ f ) = F(g) ◦ F( f ).

That is, F respects domains and codomains, identity arrows, and composition. In other words,
functors are structure-preserving mappings between categories.

2.2. Introduction to Ologs

Ologs, in general, as first introduced in [23], are intended to provide a framework
for knowledge representation, in order to organise data and results, to make them com-
prehensible and comparable to other scientists. As stated by the name, ontology logs are
closely related to ontologies, which focus on defining what entities exist, thus consequently
categorising entities and defining relationships between these categories. In engineering
applications, ontologies are used to develop models of reality. Subsequently, ologs are in-
tended to structure and represent the results of defining entities and modelling relationships
between categories by recording them in a structure based on category theory.

However, as for every model, the structure is highly dependent on the subjective
worldview of the creator(s). When creating ontologies, subjectivity should be eliminated as
far as possible, as it may lead to information not being perceived by readers as intended
by the creators. Hence, ologs are aware that the views of the creators and readers may
not correspond. Therefore, ologs do not attempt to accurately reflect reality but to be
structurally sound and accurate in correspondence with the views of the creator. How-
ever, discrepancies in the views of different creators do not prevent ologs from being
aligned and connected. Because of the strong mathematical basis provided by category
theory, ologs can be linked and precisely connected by functors, as the main advantage for
conceptual modelling.

Functors allow ologs to be referenceable by other authors and, in addition, extendable
since any model, respectively olog, needs to be extended in order to correctly represent new
developments, features or different views. Moreover, the mapping of ologs by functors
allows the generation of precise translation terminologies between models. Thus, as well
as being represented as graphs, ologs can serve as database schemas that provide a human-
readable interface, with the components of ologs representing tables and attributes to
translate one system of tables into another. Therefore, the basic components and the
respective graphic representation of ologs are presented in the following.

To keep the presentation short, the detailed discussion on the construction of ologs
and their structure from [23,26] is compressed in the form of one definition. More advanced
concepts from ologs theory will be discussed at the places of their direct use for the olog-
based description of engineering systems. Additionally, to support the reader, the definition
of ologs is placed in the engineering context. The following definition introduces ologs:

Definition 3. An olog is a category, which has types as objects, aspects as arrows, and facts as
commutative diagrams. The types, aspects, and facts are defined as follows:

• A type is an abstract concept represented as a box containing a singular indefinite noun
phrase. Types are allowed to have compound structure, i.e., being composed of smaller units.
The following boxes are types:

a structure
an engineer e and a
building b such that e
constructed b

a triple (w, t, m) where w is
a wall, t is a thickness of w,
and m is a material of w

• Aspects are functional relationships between the types represented by labelled arrows in ologs.
Consider a functional relationship called f between types X and Y, which can be denoted
f : X → Y, then X is called the domain of definition for the aspect f , and Y is called the set of
result values of f . Here are two examples of using aspects:
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a sensor a companyhas as
manufacturer

a pair (x, y) where x is a
building and y is a model
of x

a building model

x y

• Facts are commutative diagrams, i.e., graphs with some declared path equivalences, in ologs.
Facts are constructed by composing several aspects and types.

Facts, represented by commutative diagrams, have a crucial role in practical ap-
plications of ologs, because facts can be straightforwardly converted into databases of
knowledge; see [23,26] again for a detailed discussion. Thus, ologs provide a general
framework for knowledge representation supporting an easy integration into the engineer-
ing modelling process via the link to databases.

With the definition of types, aspects, and facts, the main components of ologs have
been introduced. However, as shown in Definition 3, the construction of ologs as graphs
follows several rules, in order to keep the system readable, such as the declaration of
types should begin with “a” or “an” and aspects with a verb. Detailed information on the
construction of ologs can be found in [23].

3. Abstract Description of Autonomous Construction Sites

For enhancing ologs with more objective constructions, it is necessary to provide a
formal common ground for the development of ologs of an autonomous construction site.
Therefore, this section provides an abstract algebraic description of essential parts defini-
tions, such as robot and robotic environment, constituting an autonomous construction site.
As a result of this section, an abstract framework for describing autonomous construction
is created.

It is important to remark that existing definitions of a robot attempt to find a balance
between being too vague and too specific, with a valid general definition regarding robots
seemingly missing or still subject to debate given the sheer amount of robot variations.
An overview of several varying robot definitions is given in [27]. Although this section
takes steps in this direction, it is not the aim to claim that the definitions provided below
should be used as an industry standard. Additionally, it is worth remarking that it is
certainly possible to connect existing definitions of a construction robot to the abstract
constructions presented in this paper. However, this connection goes beyond the scope of
the current paper and is therefore kept for future work.

Because of the predominant role in research and development as stated above, robots
in the following context are considered industrial robots, with their components, structure,
and operation described in [28]. The aim of this work is to illustrate how the coupling
of the abstract algebraic approach and ologs can improve the conceptual modelling of
autonomous construction sites.

In terms of abstract constructions, it is possible to follow either the top-to-bottom
approach by first defining an autonomous construction site and then scaling it down to its
components, or the bottom-to-top approach, by defining the components and then scaling
them up to the autonomous construction site. For the purpose of this article, the first
approach will be used. Therefore, we start with the following definition:

Definition 4 (Autonomous construction site). An autonomous construction site or a robotic
environment is the object A = 〈T,R,H,E,G,B〉), where

• T is a task to be solved by robots on a construction site;
• R = (R1, R2, . . . , n) is an n-tuple of robots;
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• H is the object describing human–robot interaction on a construction site;
• E is a set of pairs representing environmental conditions on a construction site;
• G is a 4-tuple of GPS information for important parts of a construction site;
• B is a base station controlling the autonomous construction site.

Let us discuss the role of each component from Definition 4 in more detail:

• The T is represented by a tuple T = (V ,A), where V is a natural language sentence
formulating the task, and A is a formalisation of V in terms of a sequence of control
signals controlling cyber components of the autonomous construction site.

• The n-tuple of robots R evidently contains information about all robots used on the
construction site. A precise definition of a robot in the framework of the abstract
approach presented in this paper is provided in Definition 5.

• Considering that autonomous construction sites naturally combine human workers
and robots, it is necessary to address the question of human–robot interaction [29].
However, an abstract definition of such an interaction goes beyond the scope of the
current paper. Therefore, we address the point of human–robot interaction simply by
placing a specific object H for it, which can still be defined later without the need to
change any other definition presented in this paper.

• The role of set E = (E1, E2) is to provide information about environmental condi-
tions on a construction site. In this way, this information is formalised in terms of a
denotation E1 and the corresponding value E2.

• For integration of a robotic system in the construction progress, it is necessary to
provide information on the positioning of the robotic system, as well as all essential
parts of the construction site. For that purpose, the 4-tuple G = (O, x1, x2, x3) is
introduced, where O denotes the object, and x1, x2, x3 are object coordinates.

• Finally, cyber parts of the autonomous construction site must be controlled, and
therefore, the base station B needs to be included in the definition.

In summary, Definition 4 provides an abstract point of view on autonomous construc-
tion sites. This abstract point of view helps to “sieve out”all details that are not critical for
the first stage of planning and designing an autonomous construction site.

Next, an abstract description of a robot needs to be introduced. It is also necessary
to take into account that a robotic system can generally be subdivided into two parts:
a physical part (physical components of the systems) and a logical part (control and
communication signals). Hence, an abstract definition must also reflect this coupled nature
of a robot. Therefore, the following definition is proposed:

Definition 5 (Robot). A robot is the object R = 〈C,K,P,S,Ac〉, where

• C is a robotic controller generating control signals;
• K is a finite set of kinematic properties of a robot;
• P is a k-tuple of physical properties of a robot;
• S = (S1,S2, . . . ,Sn) is an n-tuple of sensors installed on a robot;
• Ac = (A1,A2, . . . ,Am) is an m-tuple of actuators installed on a robot.

For providing a clear practical interpretation of this definition, let us now discuss the
robot components individually:

• The robotic controller C is needed for a communication with a base station B in-
troduced in Definition 4, and in general, it sends a sequence of control signals for
operating the robot.

• A set of kinematic properties K represents physical constraints limiting the possible
movements of a robot. In practice, K is determined by the kinematic chain that is
formed by the series of manipulators, connected by joints, and may differ in specifica-
tions and movement, providing the (internal) axes of the robot. Furthermore, a robot
system may consist of external axes, e.g., track systems. The degrees of freedom of
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the robotic system is the combination of internal and external axes determined by
the kinematic chain. Based on the kinematic properties representing specific con-
straints, the robotic controller C is able to generate control signals for the robot to
reach target coordinates in the determined work area. Additionally, it is important to
notice that for making K consistent from the point of view of set theory, it is assumed
that all kinematic constraints are formalised in terms of equations and inequalities,
i.e., mathematical expressions.

• The tuple P contains robot specification information (e.g. type, manufacturer, or in-
formation about a motor driving the system), which includes information. Physical
properties have to be also known for generating control signals by the robotic con-
troller C.

• Evidently, various sensors might be installed on a robot for measuring environmental
conditions, as well as important physical quantities of a robot itself, e.g., the tempera-
ture of individual parts. These sensors are combined in an n-tuple S.

• Similar to sensors, various actuators need to be installed on a robot and are activated
via control signals. These actuators are combined an m-tuple Ac.

For completing basic abstract definitions related to autonomous construction sites, it is
necessary to introduce abstract descriptions of sensors and actuators. Abstract definitions
for sensors and sensor networks have already been introduced in [13], and a sensor is then
defined as follows:

Definition 6 (Sensor, [13] ). A sensor is the object S = 〈I ,Y , T 〉, where

• I = (I1, I2, . . . , In) is an n-tuple of finite index sets;
• Y = (Y1, Y2, . . . , Yn) is an n-tuple of measurements with Yi ∈ RNi , i = 1, . . . , n;
• T is a k-tuple of specifications (type information).

By this definition, sensors are allowed to measure several physical quantities, and not
just one. Moreover, for simplicity, we assume that card Ii = Ni ∀i. Nonetheless, it is
important to remark that the case card Ii < Ni ∀i is also of practical interest for further use
of measurements, i.e., data and signal analysis, since it underlines that not all measured
data can be used, but only a subset, which corresponds to the idea of frame analysis and
sparse representations [30].

Further, the following definition of a sensor cluster has been presented in [13]:

Definition 7 (Sensor cluster, [13]). A sensor cluster is the object SC = 〈B,S,R〉, where

• B is a sensor node or a base station controlling the sensor cluster;
• S = (S1,S2, . . . ,Sn) is an n-tuple of sensors, introduced in Definition 6;
• R = (R1, R2, . . . , Rm) is an m-tuple of relations.

In this definition, the m-tuple of relation R specifies the rules of communication
between sensors, which are specified during the sensor network design; see [14,31] for
specific examples of relations and practical meanings of the relations in wireless sensor
network modelling.

Taking into account Definition 7, it is also possible to change Definition 5 of a robot
by replacing the n-tuple of sensors S with the sensor cluster SC . However, this approach
might be a bit inconsistent because typically robots have built-in sensors, which are directly
controlled by the robotic controller C and not by a separated sensor node B, as required
by Definition 7. Therefore, the current form of Definition 5 is preferred. Moreover, if extra
sensors need to be installed on a robot, then it is always possible to combine both definitions
via the composition

R ◦ SC ,
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where the composition ◦ represents communication rules between the sensor node and
the robotic controller. Hence, the separation of two definitions provides more flexibility in
terms of the descriptive capabilities of the whole abstract framework.

Finally, following Definition 6, let us now introduce a definition for an actuator:

Definition 8 (Actuator). An actuator is the object A = 〈B,AS , T 〉, where

• B is a sensor node or a base station controlling the actuator;
• AS is an actuation signal;
• T is an k-tuple of specifications (typing information).

This definition is based on the fact that each actuator has a sensor node attached to it,
controlling the actuation process. The control of the actuation process is realised via the
corresponding control model embedded into the sensor node, which is abstracted here in
terms of the actuation signal AS . The k-tuple of specification information T represents
standard information about the actuator (e.g., type, manufacturer).

Further, if necessary, a definition of an actuator cluster, similar to a sensor cluster
introduced in Definition 7, can be provided. In this case, actuators have to be combined in a
tuple, and another tuple of relation, specifying communications between various actuators
and base stations, must be introduced. For the purpose of this paper, a definition of an actu-
ator cluster is omitted. Instead, Definition 8 shall conclude by defining a common ground
for an autonomous construction site, which shall subsequently be used for creating ologs.

4. Olog Representations of Robotic Construction Sites

In this section, the abstract definitions of autonomous construction sites introduced in
Section 3 will be used as a common ground for creating olog representations of autonomous
construction sites. In particular, the concept of the lattice of representations will be discussed
and illustrated by examples.

Ologs reflect the idea of lattice of theories by a lattice of representations, see again [23],
as mentioned in Section 1. Formally, the lattice of representations is represented by an
entailment pre-order as part of the global category of specifications. Practically, it means
that it is possible to move between different ologs by using four operations/mapping, see
Figure 1: contraction C, expansion E, revision R, and analogy A.

olog a

olog b

olog c olog c1

olog d

R : revision

C : contraction

E : expansion

A : analogy

1

Figure 1. A general idea of the lattice of representation concept.
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More general or detailed ologs are created, by moving upwardes or downwards,
respectively, between ologs, i.e., by contraction C or expansion E, as it is indicated in
Figure 1. In addition, ologs may be revised to update or remove details, which is realised
via revision R, or translated into another olog, using a morphism.

As mentioned in Section 3, a top-to-bottom approach was chosen for olog development.
Therefore, we start our lattice of representations by developing olog O1 for describing
an autonomous construction site based on Definition 4. The olog starts at type A, the au-
tonomous construction site itself. Based on Definition 4, an autonomous construction
site consists of a tuple of tasks T, an n-tuple of robots R, a human–robot interaction H,
a set of pairs of environmental conditions E, a 4-tuple of GPS information G, and a base
station B. Every object of the autonomous construction site is represented by a type in the
corresponding olog illustrated in Figure 2.

an autonomous
construction
site A

A

O1 :

an object
⟨T,R,H,E,G,B⟩,
where T is a task,
R is a robot, H is a
human-robot interac-
tion, E is an environ-
ment, G is a gps, and
B is a base station

B

a task

C

an n-tuple of
robots

G

a human-robot
interaction

H

a set of pairs
of environmen-
tal conditions
(E1, E2), where
E1 is a denota-
tion and E2 is a
value

I

a 4-tuple of gps
information
⟨ O, x1, x2, x3⟩,
where O is an
object and
x1, x2, x3 are
coordinates

J

a base station

K

is

T

R

H

E

G

B

1

Figure 2. Olog representation of an autonomous construction site.

In conformity with Section 2.2, every type begins with a or an. An aspect is connecting
a type, representing all possible objects of that type, called domain, with another type,
called codomain, representing a subset of possible results. The olog presented in Figure 2
provides a very general description of an autonomous construction site. To provide a better
overview, several arrows connecting types have been omitted. These connecting arrows
constitute facts about an autonomous construction site. For example, by connecting type A
and type K via an arrow labelled as has, we would obtain the following fact: an autonomous
construction site A has a base station. Similarly, other facts can be deduced from olog O1.

Next, let us illustrate how expansion works on the example of olog O1. We formally
apply an expansion mapping E to O1, which results in adding more types and connecting
arrows to the original olog of an autonomous construction site. Figure 3 presents the results
of this expansion, a new olog EO1.
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an autonomous
construction
site A

A

EO1 :

an object
⟨T,R,H,E,G,B⟩,
where T is a task,
R is a robot, H is a
human-robot interac-
tion, E is an environ-
ment, G is a gps, and
B is a base station

B

a task

C

a tuple (A, V),
where V is a
natural lan-
guage sentence
formulating a
task and A is a
formalisation of
V as sequence
of control sig-
nals

D = E × F
a natural lan-
guage sentence
formulating a
task

E

a sequence of
control signals

F

an n-tuple of
robots

G

a human-robot
interaction

H

a set of pairs
of environmen-
tal conditions
(E1, E2), where
E1 is a denota-
tion and E2 is a
value

I = I1 × I2

a denotation

I1

a value

I2

a humidty

I3 = I1 × I2

a 4-tuple of gps
information
⟨ O, x1, x2, x3⟩,
where O is an
object and
x1, x2, x3 are
coordinates

J

an object

J1

a position in 3d

J2

a base station

K

is

T

is

V

A
is fulfilling

R

H

E

G

has

O

B

E1

E
2

h
as

hashas

1
Figure 3. Olog representation of an autonomous construction site after the application of an expansion
mapping E.

Evidently, olog EO1 has been expanded with more types and more facts provided by
commutative paths, for example, the triangle DEF. Additionally, for illustrative purposes,
we have added type I3 as humidity, which is a particular instance of an environmental
condition. This shows how concrete data can be added to an abstract olog, implying that
an olog can be directly translated into a database of knowledge about an autonomous
construction site.

Further, let us illustrate how contraction works by the example of olog EO1. It is
important to underline that C = E−1 is not required, meaning that by contracting an
expanded olog, we do not need to obtain the original olog. Figure 4 illustrates a possible
(one of many) output(s) of applying a contraction mapping C to olog EO1, where some
details of Definition 4 have been omitted.
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an autonomous
construction
site A

A

C (EO1) :

an object
⟨T,R,H,E,G,B⟩,
where T is a task,
R is a robot, H is a
human-robot interac-
tion, E is an environ-
ment, G is a gps, and
B is a base station

B

a task

C

a tuple (A, V),
where V is a
natural lan-
guage sentence
formulating a
task and A is a
formalisation of
V as sequence
of control sig-
nals

D = E × F
a natural lan-
guage sentence
formulating a
task

E

a sequence of
control signals

F

an n-tuple of
robots

G

a human-robot
interaction

H

a base station

K

is

T

is

V

A
is fulfilling

R

H

B

1
Figure 4. Olog representation of an autonomous construction site after the application of a contraction
mapping C to the expanded olog EO1.

Thus, we have the following diagram on the level of ologs:

O1

RO1

C(RO1)

where the dashed arrow indicates that we cannot arrive at olog C(RO1) from the olog
O1 in one step, and a combination of contractions and expansions is required. Hence, we
obtain a lattice of representations containing several ologs that are convertible between
each other and represent different levels of details about an autonomous construction site.

Similar to the construction of olog O1, ologs for Definitions 5–8 can be established.
For illustrative purposes, only the olog for a robot is presented, while the other ologs will
only be denoted. For keeping consistency with the order of definition presented in Section 3,
let us denote by O2 an olog for a robot, by O3 an olog for a sensor, by O4 an olog for a
sensor cluster, and by O5 an olog for an actuator. Figure 5 presents olog O2, which is based
on Definition 5. Similar to olog O1, olog O2 might be expanded or contracted in different
ways, as well as some arrows making olog O2 commute, and facts could be easily added.
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a robot R

A

O2 :

an object 〈C,K,P,S,Ac〉, where C
is a robotic controller, K is a set of
kinematic properties, P is a tuple
of robot specifications, S is a tuple
of sensors, and Ac is a tuple of ac-
tuators

B

a finite set
of kinematic
properties

C

a kinematic
chain

a robotic
controller

D

a control signal

a k-tuple
of physical
properties

E

a type

E2

a model

E1
a serial
number

E3

a payload

E4

a motor

E5

a manu-
facturer

E6

an n-tuple of
sensors

F

an m-tuple
of actuators

G

is

C

sends

K

forms

P

affects affects

has

has

has

has

has

has

S

Ac

1
Figure 5. Olog representation of a robot based on Definition 5.

In addition, a potential connection between ologs O1 and O2 is worth discussing.
In general, there are two possibilities to formally connect these ologs:

(i) Olog O1 can be expanded to include olog O2 as a sub-part.
(ii) Olog O1 can be expanded to include olog O2, and then the resulting olog should be

contracted to olog O2.

From the point of view of constructing a lattice of theories (or representations), the first
approach is preferable, while an olog containing more information and, thus, in this sense,
a more general olog can be generated from O1. Following this, let us further introduce
formal denotations:

• O1 ∪O2 denotes the olog obtained by expanding the autonomous construction site
olog by adding the robot olog O2 to it;

• O1 ∪O2 ∪O3 denotes the olog obtained by expanding the olog O1 ∪O2 by adding
the sensor olog O3 to it;

• O1 ∪O2 ∪O3 ∪O5 denotes the olog obtained by expanding the olog O1 ∪O2 ∪O3
by adding the actuator olog O5 to it.

Thus, we obtain the following lattice of representations:

O1 ∪O2 ∪O3 ∪O5

O1 ∪O2 ∪O3

O1 ∪O2

O1

O5

O3

O2

E

E

E

E

E

E
E

E

Evidently, all arrows can be reverted and, hence, turned into a contraction of ologs.
The diagram above provides a clear structure of how different parts of a system “au-
tonomous construction site” are connected. This structure underlines advantages of work-
ing with abstract definitions introduced in Section 3 in combination with ologs:
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(i) The resulting ontological description can be easily extended by adding new definitions
and ologs without a need for changing previous results;

(ii) The lattice of representation can even be created at first, serving as a guideline for
creating ologs and definitions;

(iii) Each olog can be directly converted into a database, see again [23], and, thus, used as
a basis for practical implementations of ontologies and formal representations.

It is also worth underlining that the composition of expansion followed by contraction
can be viewed as a “zoom-in” operation on an olog. This operation can be seen as a special
kind of revision R, when a type of the original olog is expanded and then everything
except this expansion is removed. This procedure corresponds to the second alternative on
connecting ologs O1 and O2, as discussed above.

Next, let us briefly illustrate a revision of an olog. According to [23], a revision is a
composite, which uses a contraction to discard irrelevant details, followed by an expansion
to add new facts. Referring back to the discussion around Definition 7, it is possible to
replace an n-tuple of sensors in the definition of a robot with a sensor cluster SC . For olog
O2, it means that revision R = E ◦C is applied. Figure 6 shows the resulting olog RO2. It is
worth noting that this revision of ologs, as well as of the definition, can be easily performed
within the abstract approach proposed in this paper.

a robot R

A

RO2 :

an object ⟨C,K,P,SC ,Ac⟩, where
C is a robotic controller, K is a set
of kinematic properties, P is a tu-
ple of robot specifications, SC is a
sensor cluster, and Ac is a tuple of
actuators

B

a finite set
of kinematic
properties

C

a robotic
controller

D
a k-tuple
of physical
properties

E

an n-tuple of
sensors

an m-tuple
of actuators

G

a sensor
cluster

F

is

CK P

SC

Ac

1

Figure 6. Illustration of olog revision on the example the robot-olog O2.

Finally, let us briefly discuss how analogy mapping works. An analogy is obtained by
systematically renaming all types and aspects of an olog to describe/model a different real-
world situation. For example, a mobile unmanned aerial vehicle can be seen as a system,
which is similar to a robot. In this case, an analogy between olog O2 and olog OUAV ,
describing a mobile unmanned aerial vehicle, can be created. This analogy is formally
represented by the diagram

O2 OUAV
A

Exemplarily, an analogy could mean that the types for kinematic properties need to
be renamed or reorganised, or the type for a robotic controller needs to be replaced by a
remote controller device. Evidently, Definition 5 needs to be adapted then as well, which
can be easily accomplished within the abstract approach proposed in this paper.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, a conceptual modelling approach for autonomous construction based
on categorical ontology logs coupled with abstract algebraic definitions was presented.
The motivation for this coupling is twofold: first, introducing abstract definitions of indi-
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vidual components of an autonomous construction system allows removing subjectivity,
which is typical for ontology-based representations; and second, these abstract definitions
serve as a common ground for ologs making the whole framework easily extendable and
interpretable. Therefore, after introducing abstract definitions of individual components of
an autonomous construction system, several ologs for these definitions have been devel-
oped. Moreover, basic operations, i.e., contraction, expansion, revision, and analogy, have
been discussed.

Let us now summarise and discuss the main points of the paper:

• Abstract description of autonomous construction sites
Several abstract definitions formalising autonomous construction sites have been
introduced in Section 3. The idea of these definitions is to provide a common ground
for an olog-based description of autonomous construction. A top-to-bottom approach
for conceptual modelling of autonomous construction sites has been chosen. Hence,
starting with an autonomous construction site, definitions of its more detailed com-
ponents have been added step-by-step. The main advantage of this approach is that
the resulting conceptual modelling framework is scaleable and extendable with more
details, if necessary. Any of the Definitions 4–8 can be revised or updated without the
need for a general restructuring of the complete framework presented in this paper.
It is also important to underline that the field of robotic construction still misses
generally accepted “standard” definitions. Therefore, the results presented in Section 3
should not be understood in the way of the definitions to become an industrial
standard but rather as an approach on how to address practical engineering problems
on a more abstract level sieving out all concrete details.

• Olog-based representations of autonomous construction
An olog-based representation of autonomous construction sites has been presented in
Section 4. As described in Section 2.2, ologs are designed to handle the subjectivism of
the creator of the abstract model. This point has been further strengthened by coupling
ologs with abstract definitions introduced in Section 3. This coupling makes the
relation and comparison, as well as the translation of ologs, even more mathematically
sound and formal. Hence, the ologs presented in this paper can be straightforwardly
implemented in the form of databases, as well as the extension/contraction rules.
Further, if more details are desired in a concrete application, these details can be easily
added via revision of existing ologs, as has been demonstrated in the paper.

• Lattice of representations
Finally, Section 4 presents a lattice of representations, which is developed by extending
and revising existing ologs. Arguably, the concept of the lattice of representations
is the most powerful tool of olog-based description of engineering systems. First,
the lattice can be easily extended without the need for changing previous results.
In this case, a new olog is simply added to the lattice, and the corresponding extension
is then formally defined. Second, the lattice of representation can even be created first
and, hence, provide a guideline for creating ologs and missing definitions.

It is also beneficial to provide a few comments on practical applications of the concep-
tual modelling framework presented in this paper:

1. The first step should be the formal creation of a lattice of representations, where, of
course, instead of ologs, only names of important parts to be described are written.
In this step, it is important to decide what should be the least detailed olog and how
many different parts need to be modelled.

2. Collect/create definitions of all parts to be described by ologs. In this step, it is impor-
tant to keep the balance between the number of details and the level of abstractions.
This balance is generally to be defined by the modeller and the objective of the work.
Evidently, existing definitions, for example, industry standards, can be used, or new
definitions can be developed, as has been done in this paper.
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3. Create ologs for each part and fit them into the lattice of representations defined in
Step 1. Further, if necessary, ologs can be converted into databases and connected to
other conceptual models, if available.

In summary, the results presented in this paper indicate that a coupling of ologs
and abstract algebraic definitions provides a high degree of flexibility to the resulting
framework. Moreover, as it has been shown in some examples, the abstract framework
can be easily extended with new definitions and, hence, with new ologs. Therefore, ologs
are proposed to overcome the issues of incomparable prototypes and isolated solutions of
systems for autonomous construction. As a result, any automated construction system can
be described without providing exhausting detailed definitions of the system components,
as existing ologs can be extended, contracted or revised to fit the given system or situation.
To illustrate the capacity of ologs, an exemplary lattice of representations for autonomous
construction sites has been presented. Additionally, the results obtained for autonomous
construction can be transferred to other fields of engineering by using analogy operations
on two levels: adapting ologs and translating the respective definitions. Thus, the results
presented in this paper can be seen not only as an attempt to formalise an autonomous
construction but as a general approach to formalising engineering problems.

For future work, since the definitions for a robot and an autonomous construction
site are only exemplary, the detailed description of a complete system of autonomous
construction would be of relevance to determine the exact ramifications and parameters of
describing such a complex system by means of ologs. Subsequently, the process of how
an existing olog representation of an autonomous construction system can be translated
or revised into another system needs to be examined. Furthermore, the investigation of
different systems would allow the identification of matching parameters in order to identify
possible system-inherent properties in order to approach a general system definition,
if required.

Further direction of future work could be related to using the abstract definitions
presented in Section 3 in concrete engineering applications. In particular, using these
definitions in the context of path optimisation on graphs with the help of Clifford operator
calculus, as it has been presented in [31], to further underline the advantages of coupling
abstract mathematics and engineering.
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